This paper presents a change detection system using Planet's mosaic dataset. This dataset has higher resolution but fewer bands than data captured from Landsat or Sentinel satellites. Here, an object-based random forest regressor is used to detect vegetation change. The mosaic was separated into individual images, which were then ranked in a list. Results indicate adequate performance with a tradeoff in precision and recall.
INTRODUCTION
Detecting change from satellite images has been widely studied over 30 years. Most approaches have used established government datasets such as Landsat or MODIS which either have low resolution or datasets from private companies with high resolution over a relatively limited area. Here, change detection is applied to high resolution images (>3m) over a large area (1.85 million km 2 ). The images were captured by Planet, a private company which offers a near-daily capture of Earth. Research using Planet data is relatively unexplored and challenges exist compared to traditional datasets.
This work explores some of these challenges through a case study focused on suspected vegetation clearing in Queensland, Australia. This required applying change detection algorithms to a large areaa non-trivial issue. In addition, the task is refocused to be more user-oriented by representing changed images as ranked list rather than a set.
Here, our work is described in detail. It begins with an outline of the task and the Planet mosaic dataset, outlining constraints. We then describe the overall approach centered on the use of a random forest regressor. Finally, we present our results and analysis.
BACKGROUND

Task and Related Approaches
Detecting vegetation clearing is important for environmental monitoring tasks such as estimating biodiversity or carbon dioxide sequestration. In Queensland vegetation clearing is managed by the Statewide Land and Trees Survey (SLATS), which has operated for 20 years [1] . SLATS is similar to other operational approaches and consists of the following stages: SLATS is a highly regarded approach, however, it is labor intensive, taking 12 months and requiring analysis by experts. In this paper, an approach that attempts to expediate the process is presented. It provides a computationally efficient analysis combined with a user-oriented paradigm. The task is refocused as a search task, conceptually similar to retrieving a ranked list of lists from the Internet [3] . Here, tiles are ranked by the likelihood of change, allowing for a user to search the list from top to bottom rather than searching through an entire set of unranked results. This requires a new change analysis approach as well as a new evaluation methodology.
Dataset
The dataset was a Planet quarterly mosaic for state of Queensland, Australia. Queensland is Australia's second largest state and has a landmass of 1.85 million km 2 . The quarterly mosaic merges together multiple Planet scenes over a 3-month period into 2,048-by-2,048 pixel tiles. This work explored a mosaic that contained approximately 100,000 tiles per quarter and the analysis was performed over two quarters (quarter three and quarter four, 2016).
The mosaic's main intended purpose is to be used as a basemap for visualization purposes, hence there are some significant difference between the mosaic and similar products:
• The tiles try to remove noise such as clouds and cloud shadows, although some remain. • The only available bands are the visible bands (red, green, blue). • The acquisition time, data and other associated information such as acquisition angle, are unknown. • The tiles are normalized across the mosaic to account for sensor calibration. • A long term (for example: multi-decadal) archive of data is unavailable.
These constraints mean that some traditional techniques such as using a long time series [4] , using infrared bands and derivative indexes in analysis [5] or image calibration derived from acquisition date [6] were unavailable for this work.
APPROACH
Segmentation
The tiles were segmented using the eCognition algorithm [7] , a region growing segmentation algorithm that begins with individual pixels and then grows based upon similarity of neighboring pixels. This created approximately 1,000 segments per tile. An example of a segmented image is presented in Figure 1 .
(a) (b) Fig. 1 . Segmentation performed by the eCognition [7] algorithm: (a) original image, (b) segmented image.
Masking
Masking is a common procedure used in remote sensing to remove unwanted pixels, for example clouds and shadows, that would corrupt the classification. Here, masks were applied for clouds, ocean, cropping land and urban areas and terrain shadows.
Cloud Masks
A Conventional Neural Network (CNN) classifier was used to identity clouds. The CNN was trained using Planet data from the Queensland mosaic and external datasets [8] . During training, 64-by-64 pixel images, referred to as chips, were manually classified as either containing clouds or not containing clouds and input into the CNN. During testing, tiles were separated into chips and then classified.
Terrain Shadows
To estimate the cloud shadows a digital elevation model [9] was used to calculate a gradient for the neighborhood surrounding each pixel. Masks were made for gradients that were above a certain threshold (10 meter change in a 30 meter radius). An example of the digital elevation map and resulting mask is presented in Figure 2 
Cropping Land, urban areas and Oceans
Other masks were created from vector files that included cropping land and urban areas and the land boundaries of the state of Queensland to eliminate the ocean [10] .
Classification
Features
Three sets of features were calculated for each segment: 1) eight textual features computed from producing a normalized gray-level co-occurrence matrix and applying a set of common algorithms outlined in [11] ; 2) nine vegetation indices calculated using the equations of [12] ; 3) conversation from red, green, blue color space to the hue, saturation, value and the CIELAB color spaces. Textual features produced a single value for each segment, while values for the vegetation indices and the color space conversion were calculated for individual pixels and then summarized (minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation) across each segment.
Random Forest
The feature vector for each segment was input into a random forest regressor resulting in a predicted vegetation level between 0 and 100 that indicated the magnitude of vegetation in the segment. The random forest regressor was trained using manually labeled images. An example of a classified image is presented in Figure 3 .
Ranking
For each segment, a change magnitude was calculated by subtracting its vegetation level in the later timestep from the earlier timestep. Thresholds between the 0 and 100 were applied to convert the segments to a binary value (change or no change) and to ensure that only vegetation loss would be identified. This enabled users to decide the change threshold is most suitable for their task.
An example of the vegetation levels and thresholding is shown in Figure 4 . The change per tile is then calculated as the product of the number segments in the tile greater than the threshold and the mean change of all tile segments. Tiles are then ranked according to their magnitude of change. 
RESULTS
As results were presented as a ranked list, evaluation was preformed using the Cranfield methodology [13] and metrics, which are used in information retrieval. Manually labeled polygons were used to represent suspected areas of change. Tiles which contained a manually labeled change polygon were considered to be true positives. Figure 5 shows the number of true positives in the highest ranked 100 tiles (P@100) while Figure 6 shows the percentage of all true positives that were retrieved (Recall). Both figures presented results for various masks and across all threshold values. These results show that although the individual masks maintained a lot of noise, better results were achieved by the use of all masks especially around a threshold of 70. There was a however, a small tradeoff (< 10%) in recall.
CONCLUSION
In this work, a land change algorithm has been applied to the Planet mosaic dataset for Queensland, Australia. The algorithm combined segmentation and a random forest regressor, and ranked images in order of likelihood of change. The results demonstrated that results were encouraging but there is room for improvement.
